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THE SITUATION
Berry Global is a multi-billion-dollar plastic packaging manufacturer with over 100 sites in North America. Compressed 
air is a critical part of blow molding, injection molding, and other processes that require a reliable air source to maintain 
quality and productivity. Specific uses for compressed air include: operating cylinders and valves, creating vacuums to 
convey parts, blowing bottles with high-pressure air and more.

REPLACING 14 SCATTERED 
COMPRESSORS WITH ONE 
CENTRALIZED COMPRESSOR
PROVIDES A HUGE SAVINGS

THE CHALLENGE
With many different processes and plants, Berry Global values air compressor reliability and versatility. Some plants 
have over a dozen air compressors running all out all the time; other plants use fewer compressors running at 50% 
of their capacity. What’s more, engineers must demonstrate a two-year payback before a new compressor project 
moves forward.

THE SOLUTION
With a broad portfolio from which to choose, Berry Global can find an equipment configuration to meet specific 
challenges. Plus, with an optional remote monitoring package, critical operating and efficiency parameters can be 
accessed and data logged to simplify operations and maintenance.



“ “OTHER OEMS MAY OFFER EFFICIENT MACHINES THAT 
ARE NOT VERY RELIABLE—OR RELIABLE MACHINES THAT 

AREN’T VERY EFFICIENT. OUR EXPERIENCE IS THAT KAISHAN 
EQUIPMENT KIND OF FALLS AT A GOOD BALANCE POINT FOR 

RELIABILITY AND EFFICIENCY IN OUR APPLICATIONS. Daniel Pemberton
Corporate Project Engineer
Berry Global
Franklin, Indiana, USA
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CONSOLIDATING ASSETS TO IMPROVE RELIABILITY AND EFFICIENCY

LOWER OPERATING COSTS FOR FASTER PAYBACKS

IMPROVED OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY AND MAINTENANCE

WATER-COOLED OPTIONS FOR DUSTY ENVIRONMENTS

FACTORY-BASED TRAINING

WARRANTY

Fourteen single units operating at 50-to-100 HP were replaced by one 300 HP Kaishan water-cooled rotary air 
compressor, which dramatically improved system efficiency.

Automated valve control processes for Lifeis Brewing’s production systems are air-controlled via the MAM-200 
digital control panel to enable greater barrel production.

Color touchscreen control panel shows power, pressures, temperatures, service intervals, and other helpful 
operating information. Larger space inside the compressor for maintenance simplifies changing filters and 
performing routine maintenance.

Water-cooled heat exchangers in Kaishan air compressors operate reliably in dirty environments where filtered 
air-cooled heat exchangers may not.

Factory-trained technicians provide proper operations and maintenance (O&M) instruction.

Lifetime airend warranty covers the heart of a screw air compressor that is the most expensive to replace.

THE RESULTS


